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Over-sexed, over here
FORGET Underbelly.

It's the World War 2
epic The Pacific that is set
to shock viewers with nu-
dity and steamy love
scenes. 

Last night's episode of
Channel 7's $200 million
miniseries featured a num-
ber of raunchy sex scenes
between actors Claire van
der Boom and James
Badge Dale.

Van der Boom plays
Greek-Australian girl Stel-
la, who seduces US Ma-
rine Robert Leckie when
he is sent to Melbourne to
recuperate from the hor-

rors of war in Guadal-
canal. The actress has ad-
mitted that getting naked
for the Steven Spielberg
and Tom Hanks-produced
miniseries was daunting.
"Of course you have extra
nerves and anxiety - but I
really just believed in the
story," van der Boom said.

About 5000 US Marines
were shipped to Mel-
bourne for nine months of
recuperation in 1943. They
formed numerous roman-
tic attachments with young
Aussie women as well as
enduring friendships with
families.

This week's episode of
The Pacific has Leckie in-
vited for dinner and then to
stay the night with Stella's
family. Later that night,
Stella beds Leckie and it is
followed by raunchy sex in
a park. "Over-paid, over-
sexed and over here" was
the catchphrase used to de-
scribe the US military in
Melbourne.

"We have to remember
how young many of the
Marines were, about 17 or
18-years-old," expert Kate
Darian-Smith said.

Article from the Daily Telegraph

INTER-COMMUNITIES 
COUNCIL NSW

The president of NSW Intercommunities Council Peter Theo OAM,
wrote to deputy Prime Minister the Hon Julia Gillard MP regarding
the inclusion of Modern Greek in the New Australian Curriculum

THANK YOU OEEGA! Steamy ...
The Pacific

takes on
Underbelly
in raunchy
sex scenes
featuring
actress

Claire van
der Boom
and actor

James
Badge Dale.
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